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THE STRUCTURES OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE MP THE ESTABLISHMENT
OF A HEW ECONOMIC ORDER

The second, day (November 25? 1975) °f "the Policy Conference on
Strategies for increasing productive employment in African Countries was
devoted to the consideration of the structure of international trade,
with a view to formulating the hroad policy guidelines which should
lead to the establishment of a new international economic order, taking
due account of the development aspirations of Third World Countries.

The deliberations proceeded after Professors Dharam Gh'ai, Reginald
Green and Samir Amin had introduced the following subjects:'

- The Structure of International Trade

- Adjustment Assistance
- A New International Economic order as a way of re¬

solving Employment Problems in Africa.

I - The Structure of International Trade

Having explained what is meant by the term "basic needs", Mr. Ghai
argued that reaching full employment did not necessarily mean achieving
a fair distribution of incomes. On the other hand, a strategy geared
towards the satisfaction of basic needs will easily pave the way towards
achieving a more satisfactory distribution income.

In statistical terms, the evolution of the structure of international
trade at the wqrld level has been the following s

Share of the Third World

in International Trade

1 960 21 %
■ 1970 ......... 18%
1974 .........27% (mainly due to oil and

manufactured products)
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It should "be noted that in 1973? out of $109 billions exports,

81.4 billions went to developed countries

21.4 billions went to underdeveloped countries

4.8 billions went to socialist countries.

Similarly, a significant evolution appeared between 1955 and 1973
from which the following precise conclusions may be drawn;

' ■ ; " • • f : . • • , t ' .1 ■ ■ • •* : í . ;. !•

1. The share of food, raw material has declined.

1.2. Metals and minerals remained stable.

3. Manufactured products' showed an incr

4. Fuel has expanded considerably.

The above is emphasized by the following table;

1955 1972
in % in %

Food....................... 38.5 24*0

Raw materials;
Agriculture.............. 20.5 9«2

Metals and
Minerals ................ 10.3 9.3

on........................ 25.5 37-5

Manuf actured
Products ................ 7*6 20.1

The following conclusions maybe drawn from the discussion;

— underdeveloped countries have become-importers of agricultural

products, and have therefore become dependant on the agricul¬
tural surpluses of developed countries..
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—developed countries have developed synthetic products which

tend to replace the agricultural products they used to import
from underdeveloped countries.

These various trends have resulted in a heavy drop in the level of

employment of underdeveloped oountries. However, it would not do to
draw hasty conclusions;

- the increase in domestic consumption may lead to a reduction

of exports of given products ■•—■•••• -•

- the controlling power of the economy may increase the share
of trade among the underdeveloped countries themselves,

- statistics should "be read in the light of the theoretical

analysis of the new international division of labour.

II - Adjustment Assistance

1) Mr. Green pointed out that at present the costs of social and econo¬

mic change fall dominantly on the weak. That is, the peripheral
economies and the weaker social formations in the industrial econo¬

mies hear these costs. This aspect of the present international

economic system must he one of the areas to he changed in transition
to a Hew International Economic Order.

2) Adjustment assistance should he transitional and designed to in¬
crease the social productivity of those initially affected hy

change. It must flow from national development strategies and

strategies for radical change in the international division of
labour. Both basic needs oriented national strategies and the

HIEO strategids of developing countriesreqjjdxe that the costs of
adjustment assistance be borne by the economically stronger econo¬

mies and social formations.
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3) Adjustment assistance is needed within industrial economies,
from present centre to present peripheral economies 5 on a

collective self reliance hasis among present peripheral econo¬

mies and within individual peripheral economies. Its concrete

forms must be related to the costs of transition, the social
formations affected and the opportunities for developing new

lines of productive employment.

4) Mr. Green then stated that within industrial economics adjustment
assistance must be aimed at adopting production in such a way as

to ensure new, appropriate, productive employment for workers and

regions displaced by trade and technology changes. Developing
countries have a clear interest in and right to comment on the
failure of industrial economies to provide effective adjustment
assistance which often makes industrial economy trade unions

very effective opponents of international economic order changes
needed and sought by peripheral economies. Industrial economy
transfers of assistance to peripheral economies are needed to

offset the, costs to poor countries of restricted access to in¬

dustrial economy markets. Steps to create genuinely inter¬
nationally (including IDC's) managed regulations on trade
restrictions against IDC exports. Such regulation should set

time limits, require internal adjustment in the industrial eco¬

nomy and compensate the IDC for the loss of access.

5) The speaker continued, noting that among peripheral economies the

different timing of gains from international provides both the
need for and the financial resources to make possible collective
self reliance (South-South) adjustment assistance. Such financial

cooperation can be mutually beneficial, reduce dependence on

industrial centres, and lay foundations for longer term financial,
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production and : exchange cooperation among prosent peripheral econo¬

mies. To do this the developing countries should demand global, loan .

guarantees and interest subsidies for intra-Third World Financial

transfer i.e. guarantees and subsidies largely financed by industrial
economies. Within individual developing countries the transition to.

a basic needs oriented strategy with a greater degree of self reliance
will entail transitional costs to some workers and peasants. These
should be nret in the context of providing new productive employment
to raise social productivity with special reference to workers and

peasants originally affected adversely by socio-economical change. .
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It appeared from the discussions that adjustment isilinkod to:

— strategies aiming at satisfying basic needs
— a radical change in the industrialisation process through import-

substitution

— the terms of development aid through which developed countries

pursue their political aims#

Prom this point of view, and in order to achieve the satisfaction of
basic heeds, it would appear proper that a fund for assistance to agricultur
be created, provided that significant agrarian reforms arc devised, which
would make this assistance productive»

Severa,! imperatives wore thus identified:

— the reorganisation at the national level of economic structures

— the control of national resources, which is a pre—requisite of any

development policy

— assistance towards the adaptation of migrant workers returning to
their home country, and appropriate moa,suros aiming at slowing down
that flow of manpower*

" T*10 contribution of a. now economic order to the solution of Employment
Problems in Africa

Having noted that throughout its historical development (the colonial
pact; industrialisation through imports' substitution; exports of industrial
products) the international division of labour had always been unequal,
Professor Samir Amin remarked that it had systematically caused prolétarisa¬

tion, and the blocking of the productive forces in the countries in the peri¬
phery of the world capitalist system»
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The fight for a new economic order can therefore he expressed through
one of several demands:

- higher prices for export products, which docs not fully solve the
""problem

- control of the natural resourceswhich may be achieved either

through legal ownership or through legal ownership linked to the
ability to exploit these on the basis of precise needs and objec¬
tives rather than the needs of the world market#

" The latter may in turn have two aspects:

international specialisation, which shows no changes
- national self-sufficiency implying a self-centered form of develop¬

ment, i.e. a gradual break from the world capitalist system.

Although divergent ideas were expressed, the discussion and exchanges
of view emphasized the following points:

1. In the context of the present international division of labour
accepted e„s it is, it goes without saying that third world coun¬

tries will hc-vc to fight

• to gain access to the markets of the developed countric
. to obtain more remunerative prices

• to have a.ccess to more appropriate technologies

• to benefit from untied aid

• to control their national resources.

Those objectives can only be reached if third world countries present
a common front.
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But the ideal would, be the adoption of a self-centcrod development-
pattern which supposes that _control of the na.tural resources is achieved in
a preliminary stage» Howev. r, an ideal can but be reached through progres¬

sive stages. The roa.ction of developed countries is to be fer:.red. Further¬

more, a complete e„nd immediate broalc with developed countries is not possible.

An evolution, which may prove to be long and difficult, will be neces¬

sary, but it presupposes the control of natural resources.

CONCLUSION "

An analysis of various experiences might have made it possible for
each and everybody to pin point the various constraints which hinder the

countries of the third world in their attempts to suggest more appropriate
long term solutions along the linos of the real development of our countries
and our peoples.




